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Chinese winemaking using grapes traces back all the way to the Han Dynasty (206-220 B.C.), while 
alcohol created from rice can be traced back even further to the Neolithic Yangshao Culture 
(around 4000 B.C.). Winemaking was valued for its longevity in storage, and culturally it has been 
used in ceremonies, medicine, and consumption.1 The importance of wine to Chinese culture is 
evident throughout poems, songs, and pottery.2 Understanding winemaking as a practice provides 
insight into Chinese history and values through the process and value of fermentation. 

ABSTRACT

My project aims to celebrate the culture and 
importance of fermenting alcohol in China by 
merging the different arts of winemaking and 
calligraphy together. I will honor both the history 
and significance of wine through tribute to 
famous Chinese poet Wang Han with inspiration 
from local calligraphy artist and UCLA Extension 
Instructor Mayee Futterman to create a painting 
based on these traditional chinese art forms.



This project topic focuses on winemaking and the fermentation of grapes and grains to create not 
only a source of sustenance but also something that is of great cultural significance. As we discussed in 
our first in-person class, fermentation is an important anaerobic process that humans have 
domesticated to increase the viability of foods over time.3 As with our work with SCOBY and 
learning about making bread, the use of fermentation in foodmaking has been one of the most crucial 
and game-changing that has transcended food preparation and into the foundation of civilizations 
around the world. The process itself has transitioned from a survival tactic into an art form and 
inspired other styles of art as well, and the merging of different art forms highlights the importance 
and role of winemaking and fermentation to Chinese culture, from culinary purposes to celebratory 
customs.

CONCEPT / TOPIC 



Chinese winemaking records date back to the Han Dynasty (206-220 
B.C.) for grape wine while rice winemaking is even more ancient, found 
as far back as the Neolithic Yangshao Culture (around 4000 B.C.).1 
Different varieties of wine, or jiu, include huangjiu (“yellow liquor”) and 
baijiu (“white liquor”), which are created using different bases and 
fermentation processes. Wine holds great importance in Chinese 
culture, with mentions and imagery of it prolific in poetry, songs, and 
paintings.2

Chinese writing and calligraphy has a distinct visual form called hanzi, or 
chinese characters. Many characters of the Chinese language are 
pictograms, meaning they are representative of the word they are 
representing. The structure and shape of the Chinese language lends 
itself to a very stylized and graceful art of calligraphy that embodies 
balance, expression, and beauty: a true hallmark of Chinese culture.4 
Local artists such as Mayee Futterman dedicate themselves to honoring 
and teaching the art of Chinese brush painting while also drawing upon 
contemporary and multicultural ideas for inspiration, further expressing 
the versatility and medium of cultural importance that calligraphy 
represents.

CONTEXT & PRECEDENCE



•Fermentation is an anaerobic process in which bacteria or yeast create ATP through 
glygolysis and by which NAD+ is regenerated by reducing acetyaldehyde to create ethanol 
as a waste product. Carbon dioxide is also produced in this process.

•Chinese wine utilizes this process using grain, rice, or fruits as the sugar source for the 
bacteria and yeast and allows the carbon dioxide to escape through the lid, leading to a 
non-carbonated liquor.

PROJECT PROPOSAL (1)



•Different regions of China use different sources of sugar to create different types of wine.
•Adjusting the fermentation, storage, and distilling processes can affect the alcohol content, 
taste, strength, and scent of the liquor.

•Different methods are honed in to create wines for different purposes, such as 
consumption, cooking, rituals, and medicine.

PROJECT PROPOSAL (2)



● Chinese calligraphy and paintings are an important art form that depict a variety of 
subjects.

● Many paintings depict everyday scenes, panoramics, or honor esteemed figures,.
● This demonstrated the importance of these subjects in daily life and in Chinese culture.

PROJECT PROPOSAL (3)



•Particularly in the Tang Dynasty, wine was mentioned and written about in many poems 
and songs.

•One of the most famous poems concerning wine was written by Wan Han, who describes 
wine as a way to cope with the war as well as the sacrifice and loss that comes along with 
it.

•This piece demonstrates not only the art form of poetry, but the subject matter as well 
represents the importance of wine in Chinese culture.

PROJECT PROPOSAL (4)



•Using different Chinese wines, I will use calligraphy immortalize the famous Lianzhou Ci Poem by Wan Han, a cherished poet of the Tang 
dynasty.

•Instead of traditional ink, I will use different Chinese wines to paint the piece, accompanying the poem with illustrations of rice and wheat 
fields as well as grape vines to represent the sources of wine in my emulation of traditional Chinese painting styles. 

•I also will depict traditional wine jars and mountain ranges to represent areas famous for wine such as the Huailai region, where the drier 
climate and higher altitude are favorable for wine production.

PROJECT PROPOSAL (5)



The art of Chinese winemaking has been prevalent 
throughout Chinese history. Though wine originated as a 
method of extending the life of food products, it has become 
a crucial part of Chinese culture. Through the different 
adjustments in composition and preparation, wine and 
winemaking represent an art so old and fundamental to 
society, highlighting the importance of the advancement that is 
fermented foods and beverages to different civilizations.

Through my painting and calligraphy using Chinese wine, I aim 
to celebrate the diverse culture that is Chinese winemaking 
through its emergence in other Chinese art forms as well in 
traditional Chinese painting style. This project highlights the 
importance of wine and winemaking in Chinese culture and 
what it means beyond just as a beverage – it holds 
importance throughout history, ceremonies, medicine, and 
customs. 

CONCLUSION
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